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DOCUMENTATION FOR TRACE: AN INTERACTIVE BEAM-TRANSPORT CODE

by

K. R. Crandall and D. P. Rusthoi

ABSTRACT

TRACE is an interactive, first-order, beam-dynamics computer
program. TRACE includes space-charge forces and mathematical
models for a number of beamline elements not commonly found in
beam-transport codes, such as permanent-magnet quadrupoles, rf
quadrupoles, rf gaps, accelerator columns, and accelerator tanks.
TRACE provides an immediate graphic display of calculative re-
sults, has a powerful and easy-to-use command procedure, includes
eight different types of beam-matching or -fitting capabilities,
and contains its own internal HELP package. This report describes
the models and equations used for each of the transport elements,
the fitting procedures, and the space-charge/emittance calcula-
tions, and provides detailed instruction for using the code.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRACE is an interactive, first-order, envelope-tracing, beam-dynamics
program with space charge. It uses the Courant-Snyder notation (a, 13, y)» does

dynamics calculations using two 2 by 2 matrices, and superimposes defocusing
forces proportional to beam size when space charge is involved.

The original version of TRACE was written in 19731 and was developed for
use on the controls computer of LAMPF. That version facilitated beam-transport
calculations, starting with measured properties of the LAMPF beam, and served
as an aid in tuning the beam transport. A modified version was written for the
controls computer of the CERN linac in 1977;2 in 1979, the CERN version was
adapted to the Pion Generator for Medical Irradiations (PIGMI) controls system
and was used in tuning the transport for the test of the radio-frequency quad-
rupole (RFQ) linac. Because of its usefulness as a design tool as well as a
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tuning aid, TRACE was expanded and adapted for use on the CDC computers (6600
and 7600) at the Los Alamos National Laboratory central computing facility, and
for use on the VAX-11/750. This report details the 1984 version of TRACE and
can also serve as a user's manual.

TRACE has some unique features as well as representations of a number of
transport elements not commonly found in other beam-transport codes, including
the permanent-magnet quadrupole (PMQ), the RFQ, the rf gap, ths buncher/
debuncher simulator, the accelerator column, and the accelerator tank. The
code has a number of fitting capabilities, allowing almost any element param-
eter in the beamline to be varied, including space charge. TRACE calculations
provide immediate graphic display, including the beam envelopes and the phase-
space ellipses in the transverse dimensions. The program is easy to use and
contains its own HELP package that lists the instructions necessary for input,
calculations, and graphic output.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. Equations of Motion
TRACE, being a first-order code, assumes the equations of motion can be

expressed as

x" + k 2x = 0 and y" + k 2y = 0 ,x y

where the prime denotes differentation with respect to distance along the cen-
p p

tral trajectory, and where the constants kx and ky
c include the space-charge

p p o
forces as well as the external forces (for example, kx = ke>x + kS)X where
k6jX is the x-component of the force constant for external fields and ks x
is the x-component of the force constant for space-charge forces). For the
space-charge forces to be linear, one must postulate a beam having a uniform
charge distribution. Although real life is rarely so accommodating, it has
been shown that for distributions having ellipsoidal symmetry, the evolution
of the rms beam envelope depends almost exclusively on the linearized part of
the self-forces.3 Consequently, for calculational purposes the "real beam"
may be replaced by an "equivalent beam" having the same rms properties, but of
uniform distribution.



B. Matrix Formulation

The above differential equations have simple solutions. If one knows

the x, x1, y, y1 coordinates of a particle at some longitudinal position z,

then the coordinates at z + Az are given by

X (z + Az) = Rx X (z) and Y (z + Az) = R Y (z) ,

where X and Y denote the column vectors ( ,1 and ( ,1 and R and R are
\x / \y / x y

the x- and y-transfer matrices that depend on the constants kx and ky .

R =

cos (kAz)

,-k sin (kAz)

sin (kAz)

cos (kAz)_

when k > 0 and

R =

cosh (kAz)

fc sinh (kAz)

± sinh (kAz)

cosh (kAz).

when k < 0

In this context, k = and this equivalence applies throughout this report.

C. Ellipse Transformations

TRACE is not a particle-tracing code; rather, it calculates the behavior

of the "beam ellipses." In beam-dynamics work, it is common practice to

express the x-x1 beam ellipse as

yx?- + ?axx' + fix'2 = E/TT ,

where a, R, and y are the Twiss (or Courant-Snyder) parameters satisfying the

relation Ry - a = 1» and E is the emittance, or the area of the phase-space

ellipse. A similar expression defines the y-y1 beam ellipse. The so-called

"beam matrix," often used in beam-transport calculations, is defined as

E
a = — J



If the beam matrices a and a are known at location z, and if the trans-
x y

fer matrices R and R are known, the beam matrices at z + Az are given by
A y

ax(z + Az) = Rx ax(z) RJ , and ay(z + Az) = Ry ay(z) Ry ,

where RT denotes the transpose of R.

D. Computational Procedure

The computational procedure within the program is as follows:

• Initial beam matrices are constructed from the specified Twiss

parameters;

• Each transport element is divided into an integer number of segments,

where the inteqer is determined by a specified maximum step size;

• If any permanent-magnet fringe fields are extant at the point of cal-

culation, they are calculated for inclusion in the transfer matrix

(superpositioning);

• The x- and y-transfer matrices are calculated for one computational

step, and if k^ and ky are not constant for that step (as will be

the case for some elements and when spare-charge forces are involved),

averaqe values are used; and

• The beam matrices are calculated at the end of the computational step.

New tr?nsfer matrices are constructed and beam matrices calculated at

each step until the beam has been transported through the specified portion of

the transport system.

Normally, at the beginning of the calculation, the initial beam ellipses

are displayed at the graphics terminal. At each step, the maximum extent of

the beam in the transverse plane is calculated and displayed, so that one can

see the beam profiles. At the end, the final beam ellipses are displayed.

E. Emittance

When usinq TRACE to solve problems in which space-charge forces are in-

cluded (the common situation), the values specified for the emittance in the

x-x1 and y-y1 phase nlanes should be four times the value of the rms emittance

in the respective phase plane. The rms emittance is defined as the area of

the ellipse that passes through the rms properties of the beam. That is



where the bars denote averages. The rms properties of a beam are usually among
the easiest quantities to measure. The multiplication factor of 4 is used be-
cause a uniformly distributed ellipse has an area four times as large as its
rms area.

Also in this regard, the "edge" of the beam (or beam profile), as dis-
played by TRACE, occurs at twice the rms value:

xmax " '

The edge of a real beam would normally extend beyond this value.

III. TRANSPORT-SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

A. Transport Elements

The transport elements are defined by a "type-code" and by five or fewer
parameters, except for a bending magnet when nine parameters can be specified.
A transport system consists of a sequence of 50 or fewer elements. The type-
code for each element is stored in the array NT(n) and the parameters in array
A(l,n) through A(5,n) where "n" is the sequential number of a particular ele-
ment in the transport system. The 16 elements recognized by TRACE are given
in Table I along with their type codes and symbols for associated parameters.

B. Description of Element Parameters and External-Force Constants
Unless otherwise specified, all conventions assume a positive beam, all

lengths are in millimeters [mm], all magnetic field gradients are in teslas/
meter [T/m], and all angles are in degrees [deg]. To specify an element in
the transport system, both the element type-code NT discussed above, and the
element parameters A discussed below, must be entered. For some elements,
further discussion of the models and equations are included in the appendixes:
Appendix A details the emittance calculations through the buncher; Appendix B
describes the accelerator column model and the approximations used; Appendix C
gives the formulae for calculating the fringe fields for permanent-magnet
quadrupoles; and Appendix D describes the space-charge calculations.



1.

LIST

Element

Drift

Quadrupole

Symmetric doublet

Bending magnet
(continuation)

Symmetric triplet

Buncher/debuncher

Solenoid

Tapered rf quadrupole

The rf gap

Thin lens

Accelerator tank

Accelerator column

Current change

R-matrix (horiz.)

R-matrix (vertical)

Permanent-magnet quad

Drift

TABLE I

OF ELEMENTS

Type
Code

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Parameters

I

B', I

B', I, s

a, p. Pi, Pz, g
0, n, b, ki

A0i , A0f, d, AW, V r

BS,l

Bi . B2, np\, n s . 0

EoT, AW. 0s

1/f

It, 0s . n c , Wi, Wo

r a . I, AW, na , I

Al

R i i . R12. R21, R22

R33. R34. R43. R44

B', la, T\, rO l St

A(l,n) = drift length I [mm]
The only parameter to specify is the lenqth of the drift I. Both

external force constants are zero:

?.. Quadrupole

A(l,n) = field gradient B1 [T/ml
A(?,n) = effective length I [mm]



The two parameters to be specified are the quadrupole gradient B' and

the effective length H. The force constants are

where Bp is the magnetic rigidity of the particle defined by

m e Rv
Bp =

qe

In this expression, m is the rest mass, c is the velocity of light, q is the

charge state, e is the magnitude of the charge on an electron, and R and y are

the standard relativistic oarameters. For protons,

Bp = 3.12Q6 Ry tes'la«meters .

For positive beams, a positive value for the quadrupole gradient B1

focuses in the x-plane and defocuses in the y-plane.

3. Symmetric Doublet

A(l,n) = field gradient B' [T/ml

A(2,n) = effective length I [mm]

A(3,n) = drift distance between quadrupoles s [mm]

A symmetric doublet consists of two identical quadrupoles each having an

effective length £ separated by a drift length s. The parameter B1 is the

gradient in the upstream quadrupole {the input value) and -B' is the gradient

in the downstream quadrupole. The force constants are defined in the same

manner as for the drift and quadrupole elements.

4. Bending Magnet .

First Entry Card:

A(l,n) = angle of bend a [deg]

A(?,n) = radius of curvature, central trajectory, p [mm]

A(3,n) = entrance edqe angle R. [tieg]

A(4,n) = exit edqe anqle R? [deq]

A(5,n) = full gap g [mm]



Second Entry Card (continuation):

A(l,n) = 0 (zero-degree bend-angle flags entry as continuation)

A(2,n) = field gradient n (dimensionless, 0 < n < 1)

A(3,n) = bend-plane flag b (0 = horiz., 1 = vert.)

A(4,n) = fringe field factor k] (default = 0.45)

The bending magnet requires at least two input parameters, namely, the

angle of bend a and the radius of curvature p. There can be as many as eight

input parameters to characterize the element. The model is a wedge-type bend-

ing magnet where the central trajectory enters and exits perpendicularly to the

pole-face boundaries unless edge angles of the entrance and/or exit are speci-

fied (the default is 0°). For positive bends (a and p > 0), a positive edge

angle 6 will focus vertically. Negative edge angles focus horizontally. The

sign conventions are the same as those used in the TRANSPORT code as illustrat-

ed in Fig. 1. The effects of fringing fields are ignored unless an entry is

made for the gap. The gap is considered vertical (and bend plane horizontal)

unless otherwise indicated on the continuation card. The continuation card is

another bending-magnet entry (another element

but with no length), having a zero-degree

bend fA(l,n) = 0]. The zero-degree bend

flags the entry as continuation data for the

bending magnet immediately preceding or fol-
*

lowing it. The additional parameters are
the field gradient, n, a dimensionless quan-

tity [0 < n < 1], the bend-plane flag b

(0 = horizontal, 1 = vertical), and the

fringe-field factor k,. The fringe-field

factor is an integral related to the extent

of the fringing field. The default for k,

is 0.45, which is typical for a square-

edged, nonsaturating magnet. The default ^\Qm ^ •
Wedge-type bending magnet showing

value is used if no entry or a zero is TRACE sign convention for a, p,
entered for k ^1» and ^? # A^ values as shown

1" are positive.

*Note that if two bending maqnets with different continuation cards are used
adjacent to each other, a zero-length drift should be placed between them to
ensure that the appropriate continuation card is used.



The edge-angle transformation in the plane of the bend (assumed horizon-

tal) is

1

tan R

0

and in the other plane (assumed vertical) is

V
1 0

tan (IH>) 1

where

- " • •

Inside the bend, the force constants are

kp 2 = (1 „ n)/p2 9 and

k 2 2
e,y = n/p

5. Symmetric Triplet

A(l,n) = field gradient (outer quadrupoles) B' [T/m]

A(2,n) = effective length (outer quadrupoles) £ Q [mm]

A(3,n) = drift distance (between inner and an outer quadrupole) s [mm]
A(4,n) = field gradient (inner quadrupole) B1. [T/m]

A(5,n) = effective length (inner quadrupole) Jt. [mm]

A symmetric triplet consists of two identical outer quadrupoles, each having a

field qradient B' and effective length fc . The distance between the inner

and outer quadrupoles is s, and B 1. and JL. are the gradient and effective

length of the inner quadrupole. The force constants are defined in the same

manner as for the drift and quadrupole elements.



6. Buncher/Debuncher Simulator
A(1,n) = initial half-phase spread A^^ [deg]
A(2,n) = final half-phase spread A ^ [deq]
A(3,n) = distance, from buncher for complete bjnching or

debunching, d [mm]
A(4,n) = maximum energy gain at fundamental frequency AW [keV]
A(5,n) = voltage ratio Vr (harmonic buncher voltage/fundamental

buncher voltage)
The buncher/debuncher simulator is useful for calculating the changing

transverse space-charge forces on a bunched beam. This calculation is done by
multiplying the unbunched beam forces in TRACE by a factor based on the frac-
tion of beam contained in a changing phase spread as a function of distance.
These forces can be calculated from the first three input parameters: (1) the
initial half-phase spread A*., at the location of the buncher; (2) the final
half-phase spread &$*, at a distance d from the buncher, where bunching or
debunching is terminated; and (3) the predetermined distance d, between the
buncher and the end point for bunching. These first three parameters specify
that the portion of beam within a phase spread of 2A<j>. at the buncher will be
bunched (or debunched) to lie within a phase spread of 2&$f after a distance d.
At a distance z, downstream of the buncher (where 0 < z < d), the phase spread
containing the beam initially contained within 2A<|>. is

A<t»(z) = 2A*. +£- (A«>f - A*.) .

The space-charge force is calculated by multiplying the unbunched beam force
by the factor

F(z) = 2A<|>i/A<!>(z) .

When used in the bunching mode (that is, A*. > A ^ ^ ) , and for distances z > d,
it is assumed that the beam starts debunching at the same rate as it was bunch-
ing. The phase spread is calculated as above except that z is replaced by z1:

z1 = 2d - z .

The force is that of a long, uniformly charged cylinder whose effective current
is F»I, where I is the current in the unbunched beam.

The last two parameters in the buncher element are only used in calcu-

lating the change in the transverse emittance when the beam passes through a
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buncher (see Appendix A). Note that because the buncher frequency is required,
a value for wavelength must be entered (a general input parameter, see Sec. IV).

Because of the approximate way that the bunching effect is treated, there
can be only one buncher in a transport system. If the transport system con-
tains a buncher, then (any time the beam is downstream of the buncher) the
effective value is used for the current. Any current-change elements (NT = 13)
downstream of the buncher are ignored. However, when the beam is upstream of
the buncher, the standard beam current is used, and current-change cards are
valid.

7. Solenoid

A(l,n) = field strength B [GJ

A(2,n) = effective lenqth 8. [mm]
The solenoid formulation in TRACE is valid only for axially symmetric

beams because the focusing forces are calculated in a rotating frame of refer-
ence, the so-called Larmor frame. The parameters are B , the axial magnetic
flux density in gauss, and the effective length i. The force constants are

8. Tapered rf Quadrupole
A(l,n) = amplitude of focusing field, at upstream end, B,
A(2,n) = amplitude of focusing field, at downstream end, B ?

A(3,n) = length of element, divided by beta-lambda or number

of beta-lambdas, nR.
A(4,n) = number of steps n
A(5,n) = rf phase, at upstream end, <j> [deg]

An rf quadrupole is a device that has a time-varying quadrupole electric
field. The amplitude of the focusing field is unitless and is given by

R _ qX
2 V

mc V
where V is the maximum intervane voltage, and rQ is the half-aperture of
the vanes.
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TRACE can accommodate three forms for B: a constant, a linear taper,
and an S-shaped curve. If the amplitude of the focusing field is constant
(B, = B ? ) , there is no taper and the element is simply an rf quadrupole. If
B, f B_, B is assumed to have a linear taper from B1 to B~ over the length of
the element, if the number of steps (ns) is entered as a positive number. When
n_ is entered as a negative number, an S-shaped focusing field model is used
between Bj and B«, permitting the simulation of special radial matching sec-
tions. The field shape of this nonlinear model for an entrance radial matching
section (denoted by B, = 0, Bp > 0) is expressed as

B = 0.75B2 [cos | (£ - 1) + \ cos |L (£ - l) ] ,

and for an exit section (denoted by Bi > 0, B? = 0)

B - 0.75B, [cos I (f) + I cos $L (f) ] ,

where L = nR^^» the length of the element.

The time-varying force constants depend on both z and t, and are
given by

? Bf 7 )
k „ (z,t) = — M - c o s (u>t + $) , and
e'X (BX) Z

Y

k o v
2(z,t) = "Bffi cos (u>t + <|>)

where u is the angular frequency of the rf field, t is the time and assumed to
be zero when the beam is at the upstream end of the element (at z = 0 ) , and §
is the phase of the rf when t = 0. By assuming that the particles are synchro-
nous with the rf, wt can be replaced by 2irz/RX, and the external force can be
considered to be a function only of z, the longitudinal position of the beam
within this element,

TRACE uses average values for k and k ~ for each computational
interval. Average values are calculated by integrating the above expressions
over each interval Az, where L is the length of the element:

Az = 1 T
L
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Let Zj and z^ denote the beginning and end locations of one interval, and
let e^ and b. be defined as follows:

Q. = 2TTZ../RA + 4> ,

and

V for i = 1,2 .

Then, the x-component of the average external-field force over the interval
z, to Z£ is

^ j COS 0 d0

= jr [b? sin 02 - b1 sin 01 + (b~ - b ^ c o s e» - cos 6

where A0 = 6 2 - 8 1 .

The y-component is

ke,y " "ke,x

9. The rf Gap
A(l,n) = acceleration gradient E T [MV/m]
A(2,n) = energy gain per cell AW [MeV]
A(3,n) = synchronous phase angle $ [deg]

This element will model an acceleration gap in a drift-tube linac (OTL).
There are three input parameters required to specify the rf gap; in addition,
a value for the rf wavelength is required (a general input parameter).

The accelerating gradient E T is the product of the average a^'al elec-
tric field E , and the transient time factor T; AW is the energy gain in MeV
for synchronous particles; and <|> is the synchronous phase. The rf gap is
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assumed to be a thin lens and is treated by setting up the transfer matrices

as follows:

1 0

(fly)in
(By)out out.

where, using average values for 6 and y»

A = -
TrqEQT sin 4

2 2
moc R Y

10. Thin Lens

A(l,n) = reciprocal for the focal length 1/f [1/m]

The only parameter required for the thin lens is the focusing strength,

the reciprocal of the focal length. For positive beams, a positive value means

focusing in the horizontal plane; a negative value results in defocusing in the

horizontal plane.
The transfer matrices are

1

-1/f

and

- 1

-1/f

On

1 J

11. Accelerator Tank

A(l,n) = length I. [mm]

A(2,n) = synchronous phase angle <(>,

A(3,n) = number of cells n

A(4,n) = input energy W. [MeV]

A{5,n) = output energy W [MeV]

[deg]



This element simulates the effect of a coupled-cavity linac tank on the

transverse beam dynamics. A coupled-cavity tank consists of a sequence of

identical cells having a phase shift of TT between adjacent accelerating cells.

Examples of such structures are side-coupled linacs and disk-and-washer linacs.

The required parameters are 8,t, the tank length; $ , the synchronous

phase; nc, the number of cells; and W^ and WQ, t'-<e input and output kinetic

energies in million electron volts.

Instead of having equations of motion in the form x" + k x = 0, we have
A

^ (6yx') + RYkx
2x = 0 ,

which takes into account the chanqe in Ry as the beam goes through the tank.

Then we have equations like

x" + 2ax' + k 2 x = 0 ,
X

where

2 a =

Assuming that "a" is a constant, the solution to this differential

equation is

r z r z
x = c-je + c^e ,

where

r, = -a + /a - k , and r_ - -a - /a - kv .

The initial conditions x = x0, x
1 = x' at z = 0 allows us to evaluate

and c«:

xo + * Q I * + W . -xQ + xQ(-af and c? =
X X

where

15



which is the square root of the modified force constant. The modified force

constant includes the effects of the external field, space-charge field, and

energy gain. The transformation matrix for a step Az is

R = e-aAz

R11

where

R,, = cosh (k« Az) + ^ sinh (k; Az) ,

R12 = kj sinh (kx * z) '

(k« Az)[l -(a/^)2] .

(k' Az) - ̂  sinh (k' Az) .

sinh and

The coefficient e~ is a multiplier of each element in the matrix and is

approximated by

-aAz -

the square root of the ratio of the value of Ry at the beginning and end of

the step.

The force constants for the external field are

2

where

%c
2X

u - w.
E T =—2 L. .
o af c o s <j>

16



Because $ c is negative, k
S

is negative.

12 Accelerator Column
A(l,n) = aperture radius of column r [mm]

a
A(2,n) = length of column % [mm]
A(3,n) = change in energy AW [MeV]
A(4,n) = number of steps n
A(5,n) = current I [mA]

The accelerator column in TRACE consists of two thin lenses (TL), an
entrance lens and an exit lens, separated by a distance (the length of the
column) in which the energy change is linearly increased (or decreased) to
the final value. The same cubic function used in the code SPEAM1* is used to
smooth the potential function <j> in calculating the fringe field:

3= W r AW/Jl
a

This function is integrated a distance twice the aperture radius before the
column, and one aperture radius into the column as shown in Fig. 2. The re-
verse is true as you exit the column. The function is converted tc a focal
length for a thin-lens approximation. For further information on this formu-
lation, see Appendix B.

Fig. 2.
TRACE column model with cubic smoothing function.
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It has been found that extending the space charge from one to two aper-

ture radii outside of the column more closely models experimental results.

This space-charge extension can be done by entering current-change elements

both before and after the column with one to two aperture-radii drifts between

the column and the current-change cards. This extension can be noted in the

graphic displays included in Appendix E, "Sample Output" (Figs. E-l to £-3).

13. Current Change

A(l,n) = amount of current to add or subtract AI [mA]

The effective current (or space charge) can be modified at any point

along the beamline with the current-change element. The amount of current in

milliamperes to be added or subtracted from the beam current is specified in

the first and only parameter of this element. The current is cumulative along

the transport, starting with the initial effective beam current, XI (a general

input parameter). Note that current-change cards are ignored if they are down-

stream of the buncher/debuncher simulator element.

14. Horizontal R-Matrix

A(l,n) = R n

A(2,n) = R]2

A(3,n) = R?1

A(4,n) = R 2 2

It is possible to directly enter the beam-transformation matrix

(R-matrix) to represent any kind of transport element or beam transformation.

The parameters are the inputs for the horizontal-plane R-matrix: R,,, R,?,

Rpi, and Rpo- Tne next element, Element l"i, has the inputs for the vertical

plane. The input values are based on units of meters and radians (a departure

from the normal input units in TRACE). Element Types 14 and 15, immediately

following each other, essentially form a single transformation matrix. Note

that the graphic representation of an arbitrary R-matrix has no length; there-

fore, the beam envelope may reflect a discontinuity at the point of the

R-matrix element (see Fig. E-2).
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15. Vertical R-MatHx
A(l,n) = R33

A(2,n) = R 3 4

A(3,n) = R 4 3

A(4,n) = R 4 4

See explanation above for horizontal R-matHx.

76. Permanent-Magnet Ouadrupole
A(l,n) = field gradient B1 [T/m]
A(2,n) = physical length I [mm]

A(3,n) = inner radius r. \rm~\
A(4,n) - outer radius r [mm]
A(5,n) = distance to field terminator st (mm) (optional)

The field of a rare-earth cobalt (REC) PMQ of standard design is known
analytically and has been verified experimentally.5 A discussion of the field
formula is given in Appendix C.

Typically, PMQs are quite short and have strong pole-tip fields, result-
ing in "soft-edge" fringe fields that effectively extend out a distance two to
three times the inner quadrupole radius (see Fig. 3).

The program defaults on a field extension factor of two and one-half times
the inner radius; however, this factor, PQEXT, can be varied (see General Input,
Sec. IV). The POEXT factor controls the extent or distance through which the
program calculates the strength of the fringe field. Depending on the PQEXT,
the program determines the length through which the fringe field will be calcu-
lated (shown graphically by dashed lines surrounding the element) and superim-
poses the fringe field on adjacent elements including drifts, quadrupoles,
bending magnets, columns, solenoids, and wigglers.* The superimposing is
accomplished by adding the "ke

2" force factors of the fringe field to that
of any adjacent element(s) inside the PQEXT range when calculating the beam-
transformation matrix. If there is more than one PMQ and they are within each
other's fringe fields, the quadrupoles are grouped and their fields added
before superimposing the field on other elements. Groupings are shown graph-
ically when only one field center line exists for several PMQs between the
field extension lines (see Fig. E-3).

The CDC 7600 version only.
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Fig. 3.
Typical PMQ fringe field with a 2-cm inner radius.

The first input parameter, the field gradient [T/m], is the same as that
for a quadrupole. The second parameter, the physical length of the quadrupole
[mm], is also the effective length. The third and fourth parameters, the inner
and outer radii of the quadrupole [mml, provide the information necessary to
calculate the effective length and strength of the fringe field within the de-
sired extension. The fifth parameter, the field terminator, allows the option
of truncating the fringe field on one side of a PMQ (or group of PMQs) to allow
modeling metal plates or other nearby materials that might terminate magnetic
fields. The default is zero or no truncation. Note that PMQ fields extending
outside the beamline are truncated and not included in calculations.

IV. GENERAL INPUT

A. Beam Parameters
BEAMI (4) - Characterizes the initial or input beam at the starting

element (Nl) using the Twiss parameters (Courant-Snyder
notation) as follows:

BEAMI(l) = <xx
BEAMI(2) = ftx [mm/mrad]
BEAMI(3) = ay
BEAMI(4) = ft [mm/mrad]



EXI - Initial emittance in the horizontal plane at the starting
element (Nl) in units of millimeter-milliradians [mm-mrad].
Note that EXI should be four times the rms value when space-
charge forces are involved.

EYI - Initial emittance in the vertical plane at the starting
element (Nl) in units of millimeter-milliradians [mm-mrad].
Note that tYI should be four times the rms value when space-
charge forces are involved.

W - Kinetic energy of the beam at the starting element [MeV].

ER - Rest energy of the beam particles [MeV].

0 - Charge state of beam particles (+1 for protons, -1 for

electrons, etc.)

XI - Effective beam current or space charge [mA] at the starting

element.

DPOP - Momentum displacement (Ap/p) of the beam in per cent [%].

B. Fitting Parameters

BEAMF(4) - Final Beam - Characterizes the desired beam or beam parameters
to be fitted at the final element (N2), using either the Twiss
parameters or the beam-matrix notation depending on the type
of matching involved. See Appendix F, Fig. F-3, or Sec. VI.A
of this report for the BEAMF values corresponding to each type
of matching.

MT - Matching Type - Flags the type of matching or fitting to be
performed. There are eight types of matching available (num-
bered 1 to 8) that are explained in detail in Sec. VI.A of
this report and are summarized in Appendix F, Fig. F-3.
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ME(4) - Matching Element - Element number of those elements designated
as variables for matching. For matching Types 1, 4, and 6,
four MEs (variables) are required; for the remaining matching
types, only two MEs are required.

MP(4) - Matching Parameter - The parameter number (1 to 5) that desig-
nates the parameter value of the corresponding ME to be varied.
If no parameter number is specified, the program defaults on 1,
meaning that the first parameter of the ME will be varied. As
with the ME input, the number of MPs required (two or four)
depends on the type of matching and is the same as that for
the MEs.

MC - Matching Constraint - Allows the pairing of two of the vari-
ables used for matching so that incremental changes made in
the values of the two matching variables are either equal or
opposite. The MC is invoked by entering a two-digit number
that represents the two MEs [MEp), (2), (3), or (4)] to be
linked together. Any two-digit combination of the numbers 1
to 4 is accepted. A negative entry will link the two matching
variables inversely, which will allow fitting with drifts, but
will maintain constant beamline length. Once set, the MC re-
mains in effect until turned off by entering a zero. Note
that MC values are not stored when files are saved. Also,
the MC entry is ignored with matching Types 5 or 6.

CMV(4) - Couple Matching Variables - Allows the coupling of any or all
of the MEs to any transport-element parameter in the beamline.
A typical entry may be as follows:

CMV(2) = A(l,16)
Any entry between A(l,l) and A(5,50) or -A(l,l) and -A(l,50)
is accepted. In the above example, Matching Variable 2 is
coupled to the first parameter of Element 16; con«qusntly,
both will vary with the same magnitude and direction. A nega-
tive entry couples inversely, resulting in equal changes in
magnitude but in opposite directions. Inverse coupling
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enables fitting with drifts, maintaining constant overall
beamline length. CMV values are stored when files are saved.
To cancel a CMV input, enter nothing or a blank. Coupling
entries are ignored with matching Types 5 or 6.

NIT - Number of Iterations - NIT sets the maximum number of itera-
tions in the matching process, after which the best solution
is chosen and the matching process terminated. The default
value of NIT is 10 iterations. For NIT >̂  50, or if space
charge is involved, a bell rings at the termination of the
matching process because the time involved in the calculations
can extend beyond 1-2 min, depending on the type of computer.
The user should note that small values of NIT (10 £ NIT <_ 20),
with frequent initiations of the matching process, are usually
more productive than large values of NIT because the initia-
tion of the matching process calls for new sets of random
numbers and helps avoid stagnation in local minima during
calculations.

CC - Convergence Criterion - Refers to the maximum mismatch factor
(defined in Sec. VLB) acceptable in the solutions generated
to terminate matching during the matching process. The de-
fault value is 0.01 for all types of matching except Type 6,
where the default is 0.0001. When a solution is generated
during the matching process whose mismatch factor is less
than or equal to the maximum acceptable mismatch factor, the
matching process is terminated and a double-bell rings at the
termina'l.

C0NV(4) - Conversion Factor - Used only for the display of the "Values"
under "Hatching Variables" on the graphic output. Allows the
user to print out the matching variable values in units other
than those used by TRACE. The value identified by ME(n) and
MP(n) is multiplied by CONV(n) when displayed on the graphic
output.
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C. Graphics Display

XM - X^ax - Sets the scale for X(nax and Y m a x on the phase-space

plots in millimeters [mm]. This value is printed below

the right-hand phase diagrams on the graphic output (see

Figs. E-l to E-3).

XPM - x1 „ - Sets the scale for X' v and Y' v on the phase-space
X III 9 X fflaXplots in milliradians [mrad]. This value is printed below

the right-hand phase diagrams on the graphic output (see

Figs. E-l to E-3).

XYM - Beam size maximum - Sets the scale for the maximum beam radius

that can be shown on the profile qraph in millimeters [mm].

This value is printed in the upper left-hand corner of the

profile box on the graphic output (see Figs. E-l to E-3).

PE(6) - Printout Element - Element number of those elements selected

to have their values printed on the graphic output under

"Printout Values". Provides information on grapnic output

for user convenience (see Figs. E-l to E-3).

PP(6) - Printout Parameter - The parameter number (1 to 5) that desig-

nates the parameter value of the corresponding printout ele-

ment to be listed on the graphic output under "Printout Val-

ues." If no number is specified, the program defaults on 1.

PC0NV(6) - Conversion Factor - Used only for the display of "Values"

under "Printout Values" on the graphic output. Allows the

user to display parameter values in units other than those

used by TRACE. The value identified by PE(n) and PP(n) is

multiplied by PCONV(n) when displayed on the graphic output.

There are margins setting the height and width of the graphic

display that are not input values, but that can be changed by

altering the data file with an editor. The values are in
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Lines 12 and 13 of the ASCII data file shown in Fig. E-6.
MRG(l-4) are, respectively, the left-hand, right-hand, lower
and upper limits of the graphic display in units of the Tek-
tronics 4000 Series terminal. IXW and IYW control the dimen-
sions of the phase-space diagrams and IYP the height of the
profile box.

D. Other

Nl - Number of the starting element where the transport calcula-
tions and b,eam trace begin. At Nl, all initial beam condi-
tions are applied (for example, BEAMI, EXI, EYI, XI, W, etc.)
For forward beam calculations, N2 is greater than or equal to
Nl. If Nl = N2, calculations are in the forward direction
through one element only.

N2 - Number of the final element through which transport calcula-
tions and beam trace terminate. At N2, the output beam, BEAMO
is printed out. If N2 >_ Nl, beam trace is forward; if N2 < Nl,
beam trace is backward. Nl is automatically adjusted if N2 is
changed to reverse beam trace. To avoid this automatic adjust-
ment, enter both Nl and N2 together on the same input line.

SMAX - Maximum computational step size in millimeters. Any element
in the beamline whose length is longer than SMAX is divided
into an integer number of segments of equal length <SMAX.
At each step, the linear transformation matrix (R-matrix) is
calculated (including space-charge forces and superimposed
PMQ fields, if any).

WAVEL - Wavelength in mi 1Timeters [mm] of the rf in the transport sys-
tem. This value is only necessary when using elements that
require rf. If other than zero, this value is printed in the
lower left-hand corner of the profile box on the graphic out-
put (see Fig. E-2).
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PQEXT - Permanent-Quadrupole Extension Factor - PMQ fringe fields ex-
tend out beyond the physical length of the quadrupole, equal !

to a factor (PQEXT) times the quadrupole inner radius. Unless
a value is entered, the program defaults on a value of 2.5.
The extent of the fringe field for calculation purposes is
shown graphically by dashed lines on either side of the quad-
rupole. The value of PQEXT is displayed with the data in the
center of the graphic output (See Figs. E-l to E-3).

CMT(5O) - In-line comments for each element in the data file. Allows
the user eight characters per element to identify each ele-
ment in the data file if desired. See Fig. E-4 for an example
of in-line comments.

COMMENT - Data file comment for entire file. The first line of a TRACE
data file (see Fig. E-6) defaults on the statement "Remember
units are mm and mrad (quadrupole = T/m)." This can. be
changed by making an entry, up to 60 characters. This com-
ment appears at the end of a printout from a "P" command
(Fig. E-4), and can also be displayed on the graphic output
with the "C" command (see Figs. E-l to E-3).

V. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

A. Using the Code
TRACE was designed to be used on small computers and was intended to

address small or limited beam-dynamics problems that require no more than
simple first-order approximations. Therefore, running TRACE is different from
most other beam-transport codes in that all work is done interactively. From
a user's viewpoint, this is often highly desirable. Typing a single keyboard
character can effect calculations, printouts, and/or graphic display. The ver-
satility of the command procedure allows one to easily exchange data, run the
beam from any one point to another, run forward or backward, do fitting calcu-
lations at any point, etc. The output may prompt the user to alter the beam-
line or to modify a parameter value and recalculate the output beam. There is
no need to open and/or alter a data file; all data manipulation and calculations
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are performed on-line in an interactive mode, giving immediate results. Data
files can be read, altered, or rewritten as desired from the interactive mode.

When a user begins to run TRACE, he is asked to supply the name of a
data file. If there is no data file to start with, the program will provide
some "dummy" data (a transport system with three drifts), allowing access to
the program and the HELP package and the opportunity to build a transport
file. Once into the program, the cursor cross hairs appear, indicating the
"wait-for-command" mode. The program is then operated by entering a command
(that is, typing a single character); when the cross hairs reappear, the pro-
gram is ready to accept another command. "Type-ahead" terminals may enter a
sequence of commands, and when all «re completed, the cross hairs reappear.

A list of commands recognized by TRACE can be seen in Fig. 4, which is
itself part of the on-line HELP package accessible from the interactive mode by
typing "H." Output beam parameters (BEAMO) can be requested at any point along

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

TO IMPLEMENT THE CORRESPONDING COMMAND. TVPEl
•H* (HELP1 - COMMANDS, INSTRUCTIONS, INPUT PARAMETERS
•P1 (PRINT) - PRINT ENTIRE INPUT FILE
•I* (INPUT) - INPUT CHANGE* TO EXISTING DATA FILE
•A* (ADD) • - ADD CLEMENTS IN BEAM LINE
•f (DELETE) - DELETE ELEMENTS IN BEAN LINE
•G* (GRAPH] - GRAPH BACKGROUND I TRACE BEAK PROFILE
•T' (TRACE) - TRACE BEAN PROFILE ON EXISTING BKGRND
•0* (OUTPUT) - BEAN OUTPUT VALUES - NO GRAPH OH TRACC
•H« (NATCH) - NATCH DESIRED VALUES USING 'HE* VARIABLES
•N' (HATCH) - NATCH AS IN 'H*. BUT NO ITERATION PRINTOUT
•Q* (RFO MATCH) - SPECIAL NATCH FOR RF TAPERED QUAD
•J- (MISMATCH) - CALCUIATE/DISPLAV MISMATCH FACTORS
•«• (VARIABLES) - DISPLAY VALUES OF HATCHING VARIABLES
•E* (END) - END/EXIT THE PROGRAM
•S* (SAVE) - SAUE NEU VERSION OF DATA FILE
•B* (BRING) - BRING IN A NEU DATA FILE
•U* (USER) - USER SUBROUTINE ( i « W l M by uirJ
•F« (FILENAME) - DISPLAY FILENAME
•Ca (COMMENT) - DISPLAY COMMENT MITTEN IN OATA FILE
•U* CURITE) - URITE NOTE ON OUTPUT
•V* (URITE) - URITE ON OUTPUT <Mniial aoatU**)
•L* (LENGTH) - DISPLAY LENGTH OF KAHLIHE
•R» - DISPLAY 'R* MATRIX
•K* - DISPLAY SIGMA MATRIX ELEMENTS
•X* (EXCHANGE) - EXCHANGE VALUES PER EXCHANGE CODEt

CH-.ExchM|a BEAH0/BEAMI.N1/N2 vatvcw IrivirMl
<a)«ExdiBH|« BEAMF/BEANI.Hl'Ha vilui (special N V M T N )
(3)>EnUr IEAMO in BEAHI. tfit la Hi (ecntliiiM fraa Hi)
(4)«Entar BEAMO Xa BEAMF
(S)«Ent«r BEAMF in BEANO
(S)*Ra«iera BEAHF«BEAMI.EKI.EYX.XI.U (ca»c«l

Fig. 4.
List of commands from the TRACE HELP package.

information is automatically printed down the left-hand side of the screen
beginning at the location of the horizontal cross hair; therefore, placing the
horizontal cross hair near the top of the screen will utilize maximum space.
Moving the cross hairs resets the starting position.
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the transport system by typing "0"; in similar fashion with a different command,
the user can obtain the beam matrix, the transformation matrix, the length of
the beamline, the beam profiles or phase ellipses, and the mismatch factor.
All information is printed beside the graphic display, leaving a complete
record of all transactions, modifications, and resulting calculations down the
left-hand side of the page (see Fig. E-l).

Pages 1, 2, and 3 of the TRACE HELP package are reproduced in Appendix F
as Figs. F-l, F-2, and F-3. To access the HELP package from the program, type
an "H" from the cross-hair mode. The pages of the HELP package are displayed
in succession. The first page lists the commands available to the user along
with the general input parameters discussed earlier in Sec. IV. The second
page lists all of the transport system elements and their parameters as dis-
cussed in Sec. III. The third page summarizes the fitting capabilities of the
program as described in the following section (Sec. VI).

B. Description of Interactive Commands

1. Data I/O

ii nilP" (PRINT) - Prints out most of the data in the data file. If the
cross hairs are moved previous to this command, the print-
out begins at the cross-hair junction. If the cross hairs
are not moved, the printout location defaults to the top,
right-hand side of the page. See Fig. E-4 for a printout
of the data file using this command.

"I" (INPUT) - Allows data to he entered or changed in the data file in a
namelist-type manner (that is, variable=value; variable=
value; or subscripted variable=value; value;value). Note
that input fields must be separated by semicolons (;). Up
to RO characters may be entered on one line with fields
separated by semicolons. The input routine checks sub-
scripts and variable names and informs the operator of any
errors. The only inputs rejected are those for. which an
error message has been generated. All others on the input
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line are accepted. All subscripted variables entered

without a subscript are assumed to have a subscript of

(1). A sample input line is shown in Figs. E-l and E-4.

"A" (ADD) - Allows the user to add transport elements anywhere in the

beamline. The program prompts the user to enter two num-

bers: Ml (the number of elements one wants to add), and

M2 (the sequential number of the element in the beamline

before which the additional elements are to be inserted).

After the user supplies this information, the program re-

numbers all of the transport elements, enters the input

mode, and asks for the element types of the new elements,

starting with the first one. It remains in the input mode

until the user has made at least as many entries as the

number of elements added.

"D" (DELETE) - Makes possible the deletion of any number of transport

elements from any point in the beamline. The prompt is

for two numbers: Ml (the number of elements to be de-

leted), and M2 (the sequential number of the first ele-

ment in the beamline to be deleted).

"S" (SAVE) - Writes a new data file with the current information,

allowing the user to write it as a new version of the

same file, or to enter a new filename.

"B" (BRING) - Brings in another data file, replacing all current infor-

mation with data from the new file. The program prompts

the user for the name of the file to be read.

2. Calculations

"G" (GRAPH) - Erases the screen, draws the graphic background for the

phase diagrams and transport line, and calculates and

draws both the beam envelope through the transport line

and the phase-space ellipses at the beginning and end of
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the beamline. The information printed on the graphic out-
put includes input and output data such as the beam param-
eters (BEAMI, BEAMO), effective current (I), energy (W),
and emittance (EX, EY). If there is a matching type, the
MEs and their values, along with the desired output beam
values (BEAMF), are also printed out. In addition, if N2
is equal to the last element in the beamline, the mismatch
factor(s) is included.

"T" (TRACE) - Traces (calculates and draws) the beam envelopes through
the transport line as well as the phase-space ellipses at
both the beginning and the end. This command is used
after the "graph" command and is useful for comparing
beam envelopes and phase ellipses when changes are made
in element field strengths, input beam, current, emit-
tance, etc. (see Fig. E-3). For graphic display purposes,
this command assumes no change has been made in the num-
ber, length, or position of elements in the beamline.

"0" (OUTPUT) - Calculates the output beam (BEAMO) only; no graphics
involved.

"M" (MATCH) - Initiates fitting calculations to find desired matched
beam. Uses date and time for a seed number to generate
random numbers for possible solutions (VAX version only).
Prints out the mismatch factor (first column) and the
matching variable values (remaining columns) for the
initial solutions and each succeeding iteration. The
printout location depends on the location of the cross
hairs. The final row of numbers is the chosen solution.

"N" (MATCH) - Initiates fitting calculations identical to the above "M"
command except for the printout. Only the initial and
final mismatch factors are displayed, with no intermediate
iterations shown. An example is seen in Fig. E-3. To see
the current or new values of matching variables, use the
"V" (variables) command. Print location is automatic.
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"J" (MISMATCH) - Calculates and displays the mismatch factor(s) between
the desired beam (BEAMF) and the beam at N2 (BEAMO).

"Q"(RFQ MATCH) - Special matching routine for an RFQ entrance or exit only.
Requires a matched beam to start with (MT = 6 ) in a peri-
odic system, which is then projected backward through an
rf tapered quadrupole from each section in the first 360°
(one RA length). The code averages the results of these
backtraces to produce a beam at the entrance (or exit) of
the RFQ. The mismatch factor calculated is the worst
case of the averaged beam compared to the calculation at
each phase. Figure E-5 shows the output generated from
this command.

3. Other

"X" (EXCHANGE) - Provides for a quick exchange of beam parameters a Y, Bv,
A A

a , f$y, and other important values. Prompts the user for
one of the following exchange codes to be entered:

Exchange Code 1 reverses beam. Exchanges BEAMO and BEAMI,
Nl and N?, and the initial and final emittances, beam cur-
rent and energy. Before reversing beam, calculations must
be made in one direction.

Exchange Code 2 reverses beam with matched parameters.
Exchanges BEAMF and BEAMI, Nl and N2, and the initial and
final emittances, beam current, and energy. Same as Ex-
change Code 1 above, except that it uses BEAMF instead of
BEAMO. Useful for finding matched solutions in reverse.

Exchange Code 3 continues beam from stopping point.
Enters BEAMO in BEAMI, and N2 + i in Nl, where i = ±1 de-
pending on the direction of travel. The output beam at N2
becomes the starting beam at that location, now Nl. The
user is prompted to enter a new N2 to indicate how far to
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go and in which direction. This command can be quite.use-
ful in reducing the time required during matching calcu-
lations by shortening the beamline to only that portion
where the matching variables are located.

Exchange Code 4 enters output beam (BEAMO) parameters (otv,
(3V, ou, 15 ) into the desired matched beam (BEAMF).* y y

Exchange Code 5 enters desired matched beam (BEAMF) param-
eters into the output beam (BEAMO).

Exchange Code 6 cancels exchanges. Restores all values
(BEAMI, BEAMF, Nl, N2, XI, K, EXI, EYI) to the original
values read from the data file. These values remain un-
changed until a new data file is written.

"R" (R-MATRIX) - Displays the transformation matrix between Nl and N2
generated from the previous run (the last "T", "G",
"0" or "J" command). The units of R,« and R,. are in
meters; R2} and R ^ are in reciprocal meters; and the
remaining matrix elements, R^, R22> R33. and ^AA* are
unitless.

"K" (a-MATRIX) - Displays the diagonal elements of the "sigma" or beam
matrix (/c-|̂ , / o ^ , /a33, So^) plus two of the correla-
tion matrix elements (r«p r«,) at N2, These numbers
describe BEAMO in the traditional TRANSPORT CODE notation
(to obtain this notation for BEAMI, reverse the beam).

"V" (VARIABLES) - Displays the current values of the matching variables.

"F" (FILENAME) - Displays the name of the current data file.

"L" (LENGTH) - Calculates and displays the current beamline length.
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"C" (COMMENT) - Displays the comment line in the data file.

"E" (END) - Exits program.

"U" (USER) - Calls a user-supplied subroutine.

"W", "Y", "Z" - Writes notes on graphic output - "W" writes the word
"Note:" and allows the user to type in a message; "Z" is
identical to "W" except that the word "Note:" is not
printed; "Y" allows the user to print numbers or letters
at the cross-hair position, which is useful for identify-
ing multiple beam envelopes, phase ellipses, etc. (see
Fig. E-3).

VI. MATCHING CAPABILITIES

A. Types of Matching
Eight types of matching criteria are allowed by TRACE and are listed in

Table II. Six of these types find proper values for a specified number of
transport-system parameters (such as quadrupole strengths) that cause the beam
to have the desired characteristics at a given location. The other two types
find the proper input beam ellipse parameters at a certain location. All of
these situations involve finding the solution to a set of either two or four
nonlinear equations.

The method used is that of regula falsi, an iterative procedure which,
starting with an initial "guess" for the solution, hopefully converges to a
solution in a reasonable number of trials. A solution is assumed to have been
found if a convergence criterion, a value calculated at each iteration, is less
than the specified input value CC. If a solution has not been found after a
given number of iterations (default value of 10), the procedure is terminated
with the "best" solution that has been found. The procedure is easily re-
started, the computer taking the best solution as the initial guess. The best
solution is the one that most nearly meets the convergence criterion.
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TABLE II

TYPES OF MATCHING

Match
Type

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

Desired Values
to Mate*

a * fix, CLy. fij

X' at X max
Y' at Y max

X max
Y max

X max
X' max
Y max
Y' max

a* fix
(nl=n2)

Input and
output
beam

parameter*

a* fix

a,, fif

Comments

Fits

desired

values

at any

point in

beamline

Limiting
section:

beam clipping
(X and X')

For periodic
system

(sett output
equal to input)

For
solenoids

The eight types of matching criteria are as follows:

1. (MT = 1) The desired ellipse parameters (av, 6V, au, (3J are speci-
fied at the end of a transport element. Four parameters
must be indicated as variables (ME/MP values). The calcu-
lated convergence criterion is the maximum of the mismatch
factors in the x-x1 and y-y' planes (the mismatch factor is
defined later).
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2. (MT = 2) The desired values of x1 at the horizontal edge of the bean
x_ , and of y' at ym,u are specified. The calculated con-max max
vergence criterion is the maximum of |Ax'| and |Ay'|» where
Ax' and Ay' are the differences in the obtained values

from the specified values if the specified values are
<1 mrad. Otherwise Ax' and Ay' are relative errors. Two
parameters must be specified as being variables (ME/MP
values).

3. (MT = 3) The beam sizes, x_av and y_.v) are specified. The calcu-
HIC.X HIQA

lated convergence criterion is the maximum of |Axmav| and
|Ay_av|, where these quantities are simple differences if

IMGA

the specified values are <1 mm, and relative errors other-
wise. Two variables are required.

4. (MT = 4) The desired beam is specified by values of xm . x' v,
maA maxymax» and v'max at the en(* of a t r a n s P ° r t element. Four

variables are required. The calculated convergence cri-
terion is

5. (MT = 5) The object of matching Type 5 is to find the ellipse param-
eters a and G (both planes are assumed to be identical) at
the entrance of a set of "limiting apertures" so that the
beam can be scraped in an optimum fashion.6 In this case,
the unknowns are a and (5. The conditions to be fulfilled
are

f] = a - R^ = 0 ,

and

R n " Ri? a / R

= n
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where R.. is the ij element of the transfer matrix between

the two apertures. The calculated convergence criterion is

2 2 2 1/2
FC = fJ + f^ + tT .

6. (MT = 6) The purpose of matching Type 6 is to find the matched
ellipse parameters into a periodic system. The unknowns
are o , Rv, a , and 6 , which are the values of both thex x y y
input and output beam parameters for a section of a tran;-
port system. Nonzero starting values for ot , 6 , a , and

x x y
R must be entered to start the calculation. The calculat-
ed convergence criterion is the maximum of the mismatch
factors in both transverse planes. The mismatches are cal-
culated between the input and output ellipses.

7. (MT = 7) Intended for solenoid transport systems, the desired values
of a and R are specified. Two parameters must be speci-

A A

fied as variables. The calculated convergence criterion is
the mismatch factor in the x-x' plane.

8. (MT = 8) Intended for solenoid transport systems, the desired values

of a and R are specified*. Two variables are required,
and the calculated convergence criterion is the mismatch
factor in the y-y1 plane.

Page 3 of the TRACE HELP package summarizes the above discussion of
matching capabilities, indicating how to specify the desired beam parameters
(using BEAMF) as well as how to specify the variables (using ME, MP). In addi-
tion, it is possible to introduce constraints on the variables through the use
of the MC or match-constraint option or to couple the variables to any of the
parameters in the beamline through the use of the CMV or "couple-matching-
variables" input. The match-constraint option links two of the matching vari-
ables, so that an incremental change in one equals the chanqe in the other.
This is done by entering a two-digit number representing the two variables to
be linked together. The couplo-matching-variable option allows matching vari-
ables to be coupled to other parameters in the beamline through the use of the
CMV input, providing greater flexibility. See "General Input," Sec. IV for a
more detailed discussion.
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B. Definition of Mismatch Factor
As the name implies, the mismatch factor is a quantitative measure of the

difference between two ellipses having the same area and the same center. If
the two ellipses are not identical, one ellipse could be enlarged so that it
just encloses the other ellipse; the amount of enlargement is related to the
mismatch factor.

One way of looking at the problem is as follows: First, find the trans-
formation that maps one of the ellipses into a circle, and apply the same trans-
formation to the second ellipse to get a modified ellipse. Denote the radius
of the circle by R and the length of the major semiaxis of the ellipse by R
(see Fig. 5) . Because the ellipse and the circle have the same area, R will
be greater than or equal to R . The mismatch factor used in TRACE is

Two ellipses that have the same area
transform to coordinate system
in which one ellipse is a circle:

M =
Re

Fig. 5.
Definition of mismatch factor.
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Periodic beam-transport systems have matched conditions if they are
stable. That is, if one matches a beam to the transport system, and if one
could measure the size of the beam at the same location in each period of the
system, then one would see a constant beam size. A mismatched beam would oscil-
late about this matched size, and at some places the beam would be larger by a
factor 1 + M. For example, a mismatch factor of 0.1, defined as above, would
mean that the beam would occasionally be 10% larger than it would be if it were
matched.

A word of caution is in order. It is quite common in the literature for
the mismatch factor to be defined as (Rp/Rc) - 1» which relates to how much
the area of the circle would have to be increased to enclose the ellipse. If
this definition is used, one would calculate a mismatch factor of 0.21 for the
example given above.
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APPENDIX A

EMITTANCE CALCULATIONS THROUGH THE BUNCHER

Following Weiss,7 the increase in the transverse emittance of a cylin

drical beam as it passes through a double-drift harmonic buncher is calcula

as follows: Considering that all the bunching action takes place at the hai

monic buncher gap (thin lens), we can express the divergence of a particle

leaving the gap, x~, in terms of the buncher parameters and the particle's

displacement and divergence at the entrance to the gap

x| = x1 + x(k^ cos $ - k2 cos 2$) ,

where (j> is the phase of the particle in the gap with respect to the fundamei

bunching frequency, and k. the transverse force constant of each of the

bunchers

ir AW.T.
ki m 2ftAW ' i = 1,2

In the above expression, AW. and AW- are the maximum energy gains at the fui

mental and harmonic frequencies, respectively. The output displacement of <

particle is the same as its input displacement

X-r = X .

2
The new emittance is found by calculating the new second momenta x, s

2x'f, and (xx')f. If the bunching efficiency is n, then one is usually

interested only in the emittance of that portion of the beam having a phase

spread at the buncher in the ranqe -pir £<)><. TW. Therefore, the averages

are taken over this interval, with the average defined as

nit

fJ
-nir



The second momenta of the output beam may be expressed as follows:

4-7

f = x'c + 2 x x ' ( k 1 cos <J> - k 2 cos 2<|>) + cos c o s 2<)>) ,

and

(xx1)^ = xx1 + x (k-, cos-, cos

Because the input co-ordinates x and x1 are assumed to be independent of
the previous two equations may be written as

= x'2 + 2 A xx1" + B x '

and

(xx')f = xx
1 + A x .

By straightforward integration, one finds the coefficients to be

and

= u sin mr . sin 2nn
" K1 ~ m f K2 2HTT '

k 2 k 2
_ J L n + s in 2rmr% . 2 n s in 4mT>, 9.
" 2 ( 1 + ~~2^H > + ~T ( 1 + " U S J " 2 k l

/ s i n ntr Sin1
3 nir

The transverse rms emittance after the buncher gap is

,1/2
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In TRACE, one is allowed to follow the beam upstream as well as down-
stream. If the beam passes through a buncher while going upstream, then the
emittance is changed in the inverse manner. That is,

/ yy t \ _ /yy t \ ft , '
^ A A f ^AA f £ n "£

and

x^2" = xj:2 - 2 A (xx')f + (2 A
2 - B)
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APPENDIX B

ACCELERATOR COLUMN MODEL

The accelerator column is modeled in TRACE by two electrostatic aperture
lenses between which there is a constant accelerating field of AW/qH (AW
= energy change, H = column length, q = charge state) and outside of which
there is usually no electric field. The aperture lenses are treated as thin
lenses and give the beam a focusing radial impulse at the entrance to the
column and a defocusing radial impulse at the column exit. The length of the
column is divided into n equal-length segments. At each segment, the beam is
drifted (with space charge) to the center of the segment, where the kinetic
energy is changed by AW/n , and then is drifted to the end of the segment.

In the paraxial approximation, the radial component of the electric field
can be calculated from the on-axis longitudinal field by

The radial component of the force is

Fr(r,z) = qEr(r,z) .

Except near the aperture, E (0,z) is constant and therefore E is zaro.
Concentrating on the entrance aperture, let z, denote the nearest lon-

gitudinal coordinate upstream of the aperture at which E z is zero (or at a
constant value), and let z., denote the nearest downstream location where
E = AW/q£. The average radial force over this distance is

Zo Z?

Fr(r,z) dz = g(z '? z j J <"^f (E2) dz •
" Zl 2 1 zl

Assuming r is constant over this interval,

K = oi'qr. , i IX(o, z9) - E,(O,r ^ z 2 - TJ pzv"' '2; -z'
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When E (0, z-,) is zero, we have:

T- _ -r AW/&

The change in the x-component of the momentum because of this average radial
field is

Z2

where v denotes the average velocity between z-j and z«. The change in x1 is
given by

AY, _ A px _ x AW/fc
5 IP 'vz 2v mv

where v0 is the initial velocity.

For very small apertures, zi and Z2 are very close to the aperture, and
V ~ v0. If Ez(O,z) is known near the aperture, V can be calculated. In
SPEAM,1* it is assumed that the energy of the beam can be approximated by a
cubic between z, = 0 and zo = 3r (r = aperture radius), with the plane of

I c a. a
the aperture at z, = 2r (shown in Fig. 2):a a

/ 2 \ 3

\ ** /

The velocity of a particle of mass m having a kinetic energy W is

»oo • n •

*Note that the code makes allowance for electric fields to exist "outside the
column" as in the case of multielectrodes (simulated by contiguous columns in
TRACE); however, the formulation best models those conditions where there is
either no field outside the column or where there is a significant difference
in fields between adjacent columns.
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The average energy near the entrance aperture is

3r_

[wffa = T = - / I W + (TT-) r AW/Jll dz = VTa ir j I o \ 3 r , ) a | o
a 0

Assuming that v = v(Wa) ,

Then,

x =

in

where W is the energy at the entrance to the column. Treated as a thin lens,
the entrance aperture then has a focal length equal to

1 = -AW/ft
W 4(WJ1/2 (Wn + 0.25ra

D O a

A similar exercise at the exit aperture results in an exit focal length
equal to

1 AW/£
fexit 4(W f)

l / 2 (Wf - 0.25r

where Ŵ - equals W + AW, the kinetic energy at the exit of the column.

Similar results are obtained when the cubic function is substituted into
Eq. (4.31) in El-Kareh and El-Kareh,8 a derived expression for the image focal
length of an aperture lens:

J
zo

f77 n* I +"(2L dz

Note that the validity of the above formulations begins to break down as the
ratio of rjl increases above 0.25.
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APPENDIX C

FIELD FORMULAE FOR PERMANENT-MAGNET QUADRUPOLE

The PMQ field formulae are obtained from Klaus Halbach, Ref. 5, to which
we refer the reader for a further discussion of them and the assumptions under
which they are valid. The formulae are based on the REC quadrupole of the
standard design using trapezoidal blocks as shown in Fig. C-l and are derived
using a semi-infinite model with a flat-cut end (Fig. C-2).

The fringe field to first order is as follows:
Bx(*,y,z) = G(z)y = Go F(z)y ,

By(x,y,z) = G(z)x = Go F(z)x , and

Bz = 0

where the gradient G(z) is expressed in terms of the peak value GQ times the
fringe-field function F(z):

G(z) = GQ F(z) ,

Fig. C-l
Cross section of segmented REC quadru-
pole (beam perpendicular to drawing
plane).

Fig. C-2
Cross section through semi-infinite
REC quadrupole (beam in drawing
plane).
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and where the fringe field function F(z), as shown in Fig. C-3, is given by

F(z) '{ 1 8 ' -

where

,-1-1/2

v, - ll *(~)\ , 1 - 1.2 .

V1V2 + V2 + 4

vl + V 2

- l/r2) = 2G(0) = 6(-) ,

Br = magnitude of remnant magnetization of REC material,

r-\ = inner radius of quadrupole,

?2 = outer radius of quadrupole,

C2 = sin (3ir/M)/(3Tr/M), and

M = number of trapezoidal blocks composing the magnet.

Fig. C-3
Ouadrupole fringe-field function.
Note that F(-z) = 1 - F(z).
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To find the fringe field for a quadrupole of finite physical length I ,
a second semi-infinite magnet of opposite sign is superimposed on the first
semi-infinite magnet with a nonoverlapping distance equal to I . The fields
are added, resulting in the fringe field as shown in the lower portion of
Fig. C-4.

For doublets, triplets, or any combination of PMQs, the total fringe

field G. is found by summing the individual gradients G(z) as follows:

G t = = GOiF i ( z i )

0.8

0.4

0

Resultant
Fringe Reid

Fig. C-4
Two semi-infinite magnets, nonover-
lapping by In, resulting in fringe
field for PMQ of length lp.

- 8 - 4 0 4 8
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APPENDIX D

SPACE-CHARGE CALCULATIONS

SPACE-CHARGE CONTRIBUTION TO DEFOCUSING

For a uniformly charged, continuous beam with an elliptical cross section
having semiaxes r and r in the horizontal and vertical directions, respec-x y
tively, the electric field that is due to space charge is9

41
V

41

rx<r
1

V +

1
and

E = -s-y 4Tre v r [r + r ) J '
u y * y

where I is the beam current, v the velocity of the particles, and e Q the per-
mittivity of free space (mks units are used).

At higher velocities, the magnetic force becomes important and acts in
the opposite direction, thereby reducing the total defocusing force caused by
space charge. The reduction factor is

where

B = v/c .

Space-charge forces give rise to the equations of motion:

^ (YV) = q~f •

and

Y

where y is the ratio of the total mass to the rest mass, m is the rest mass,
and q is the charge on a single particle. When these differential equations in
time are converted to differential equations in central-path length, using
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v d l ' i t '

the equations of motion become

x" = qEx/ y\v
2 = k y

2 x ,

and

y" - qEy/ Y
3mov

2 = k y
2 y .

2 2The '< and k factors in these equations are not constants, however,

but depend on the beam profiles, r and r , which, in turn, depend on the path
x y 2 2

length z. In the calculations, the space-charqe contributions to k and k
x y

are assumed to be constant during each step, but an iterative procedure is
applied to ensure that good average values are used.

2 2The original estimates of the space-charge forces k and k are takenx y
to be these quantities evaluated at the beginning of the step. After the beam
has been followed through this calculational step, the program has an estimate

9 9of the beam profile at the end of the step. As a matter of fact, k and kx y
and their first derivatives can be evaluated both at the beginning and end of

the step. These four quantities are used to specify the coefficients of a
9 9cubic polynomial for approximating kv and k over the step interval. Thesex y « o

cubics are used to determine improved averages of k and k over the stepx y
length. This procedure is iterated twice.

It is important to remember that the model in TRACE is for a uniform

charge distribution in x,y space over an ellipse with semiaxes r and r in
x y

the horizontal and vertical dimensions. In addition, it is a two-dimensional

model and, hence,.neglects effects from the finite length of a micropulse.

Furthermore, the debunching of short bunches that is due to momentum spread
and space-charge forces is not included. The values for r and r are taken

A y

from the beam matrix. In the TRACE model, all of the beam is in the ellipse

described by the beam matrix.
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE OUTPUT

This appendix includes six figures, four of which show the graphic out-
put from typical TRACE runs. Figure E-l illustrates a set of calculations
(variation of space charge and the resultant mismatch) and how they are re-
corded automatically down the left-hand side of the page. Figure E-2 shows a
beamline that includes most of the elements available in TRACE. In Fig. E-3,
we see two different measured beams compared on the same graph, using the "Y"
command to identify the different envelopes by date of measurement. Figure E-4
is a copy of the data file printout using the "P" command. The output in
Fig. E-5 is the result of an RFQ radial match using the "Q" command with an
S-shaped radial match section at the RFQ entrance. Finally, Fig. E-6 depicts
a typical TRACE ASCII data file as seen by an editor.
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BEAM CM)

FILE C0W16«T»
BEAU DEASURED ON 2-12-84
AT EHITTANCE STATION «2

NOTEt AT END OF BEAflLINEi
3IGHA C8EAI1J MATRIX ELEHENTSI
SORT SIGd.tl*
SORT SIG<2.2>«
SORT SIG<3,3><
SORT SIG(4,4>-

TtZ.!)•
r<4.3»-

RX
•.673 -*.»32

1.512

55.16161 mr
•.£0428 ••
24.38*32 ar
-•.47892
-•.83752

-!8.*15
O

-8.688
318.448

RV
• ••79
-2.936

NOTES

ENTER
XI-3
HORIZ
WERT.
ENTER
XI-2
HORIZ
VERT.
ENTER

UARV SPACE CHARGE AND SEE
EFFECT ON MSnATCH
IMPUTC..I..1..H

RISHATCHI 2.351
650

II

n * a r m • w n • K • •:

niSHATCHt 1.2**
RISNATCHH4.B2*
IHPUTC. |..;..»*

HORIZ niSRATCHI *.*9C
VERT. niSIMTCHi (.471
ENTiR INPUT*..;..;..)!
XI-.5
HORIZ niSHATCHI 1.443
VERT. niSTMTCHi 4.28*
ENTER INPUTC..,..,..)«
Xl-1

NOTE! GET HATRIX AT COLUNN EXIT
ENTER INPUTC..,..;..)t
H2-15
Hl» liN2'l5
•EAR RUN THROUGH ELEMENT IS
SIGfM (BEAR) HATRIX ELEMENTSI
SORT SIC(l.l)- 16.41877 ••
SORT SICI2.2)- 2S.36S4S ar

A- -1.9593
A« -1.95M

Horlt

A- -34 .4M*
A- -34 .4M*

B- e.i3se
B- 0.13S9

»• ».313»
• • / «.313«

/

I- 1.0 5.0
u« o.ese * . io*
EX. 161.00 72 . ••
EV. 18.0* 8.*5
HATCHING VARIABLES

HE
23
25
27
29

HP
1
1
1
1

IMLUE
1.474

-2.9*7
3.763

BATCHING TVPE • 1
DESIRED VALUES>
ALPHA-X *.S4«
BETA-H •••3G
ALPHA-V «.64«
•ETA-V *.«41

niSRATCH FACTORS!
X-pUna »,«9£
V-pUna •,47\

PRINTOUT
PE PP
18 1
19 1
a* i
21 1
22 1
as I

VALUES
UALUE

ta.SM
7S.EM

-12.SM
2S2.2M
648. *M

•H OUADSi P0EXT-2.S*

CODE I TRACE «1
FILE I ATS.CATia
DATEI 14-JUN-84
TIREI 141551*5

•EANO
A*
A-

*.S44a
-5.8128

Herxc

A« 1.5321
A- -3*.*14S

U«rl

B' *.«3«7
• • 3.744*

b-

>
B-

•••454
3.6724

!».*•• X 3M.liri<

SORT SIG(3,3>>
SORT SIGI4,4)>

rC4^3>«

5,43709 • •
41.46243 ar
•-9BS52
•.99946

Fig. E- l . Output graphics.



en BEAM CHI)

FILE COIMCNTi
THIS TRACE FILES SHOWS HOST
OF THE TRANSPORT ELEMENTS

A* -at.ssi4

Horn 1

(*• -5.SI77

J

J

I f •••888

f
B- a.FISl

I" • .
U* 9 .988 9 .819
EX* 5 4 . I S 84 .88
EV- 158.69 37 .58

HATCHING
ME ftp
13 1
81 1
87 1
89 1

HATCHING
DESIRED
ALPHA-X
BETA-X
ALPHA-V
BETA-V

HISHATCH
X-alana
V-alana

PRINTOUT
PE PP
15 1
17 1
83 1
25 t
8S 1
2B t

VARIABLES
VALUE

-5 .965
7.999

-9 .539
19.987

TYPE • 1
VALUESt

1.178
9.96S
9.MS
•.949

FACTORSI
4.899
3.3B1

VALUES
VALUE

1999.999
39.999
99.999
-8.199
46*964
S9.999

PH OUAD3, P0EXT-2.S*

CODE i TRACE: v l
FILE I MIICSTR0N.DAT:4
DATEI 14-JUN-I4
TIKI 14I3SH1

BEAM

\

Morlt

A» -9.9SDS

c

Utwl

(Nil
»• 1.1M9

B- 9.S997

X 199.9arW

21131 14 IS 1C 117 I t«t

I
I

Fig. E-2. Output graphics.



BEAM CNl)

in
CO

u r f n c H
Jt HAV-84 ES2 nEASUREHEHT
FrtCKTAACED - CURRENT-196M

NOTE! EHTER NEU JEAHI flEASURED
31-HAV-B4

ENTER INPUT(..;..;..><
BEAM- -27.9*1.9S;-3.98;.473
HOfflZ NJSHATCM! 2.955
VCRT. niSHATCHI 1.198
HATCHING VARIABLE VALUES!

8.16 116.74 11.66 7.39
COUPLED TO FOLLOWING PARAMETERS!

6
66.74 5S.76 5 1 . I f 12.21

BATCHIMC-STAND1VI (NIT* 19)
(COUPLED VARIABLES)

INIT. m • 2.955
FINAL IW • 1.358

HATCHING-STANDBVI (HIT* 19)
iCOUPlEB VARIABLES)
INIT. m • 1.358
FINAL m • 1.193
HATCHINC-STAN9BVI (NIT- 19)
(COUPLED VARIABLES)
INIT. Ml • 1.193
FINAL IW • 1.178

HORIZ MISMATCH! 1.171
VERT. NISMTCH! 9.973

HATCHING VARIABLE VALUES'
19.24 137.63 12.69 6.43

COUPLED TO FOLLOWING PARAMETERS!
-All,12>-AC1.16)-A(1.24)-H(1,32)1 ac • _ .

64.66 34.89 59. IS 13.17 • » • • " •

A* -46.92S4 \m 1.5169
A* -27.9899 I * 1.9599

Horn I
A* -3.8S73
A- -3.9999

J

1
Vmrl

B* 9.3931
B* 9.4739

tr

BEAHO (N2)

BCAHLINE LENGTH I 6 7 2 . 7 3 M

NOTEl FIELDS OUTSIDE EXTEND
FARTHER THAN SHOWN

I« 9.0 69.9
U- 9.922 9.199
EX« 6i.i6 ae.69

EV« 131.98 61.99

HATCHING UARIABLESHE HP
9 1

13 1
117 1
as t

HATCHING
DESIRED
ALPHA-X
BETA-X
AlPHA-V
BETA-V

nlSDATCH
X-plIM
V-plana

PRINTOUT
PE PP
12 1
16 1
24 1
33 I
34 1
35 1

VALUE
8.164

116.743
11.659
7.394

TVPE • 1
VALUESI

1.172
9.968
9.896
9.948

FACTORS!
9.889
9.512

VALUES
VALUE

66.736
55.769
51.194
19.959
38.1M
19.959

PH QUADSj PQEXT-2.59

CODEI TRACE wl
FILE! 39rtAY84.DAT,6
DATE! 14-JUN-84
TIREi 14H7I22

A* -9.2|i:3 l l ' 4.9326
A* -2.7759 ll> 9.1112

if
1

HornA* 9.9958
A- -9.4126

\

\

Mart

B* i . 91149
B* 9.1992

\

i
2S.9m X lM.9arc.tf

Horn

39-HAV

Vart LENGTH* 672.73aa

Fig. E-3. Output graphics.



ENTER FILENAME OR HIT RETURN
FOR DUWIV INPUT
INPUT FILENAMES 7NARt4
tat<ttff«***<*«*t*»tsutu
t TRACE — - AN INTERACTIVE *
* BEAR TRANSPORT PROGRAM *
* (FOR HELP, TVPE •**•) *
* 14-JUN-S4 14S26S49 *
si*ssstt«**(tis**ats**t*tttt

FILENAME' 7MARt4.MT)l

ENTER INPUT*..;..,..)!
>EAM'-4.321>2.*33|-1.232|.67S5
ENTER INPUTf..,.....)!
EXI-«4.a,EVI-«t.3jMAU€L«7»6.4

I

PLATE TH
COLUMN
PLATE TH

I

pa
PO Faca

pa
Pa Faea

PO

pa
Facs+aaa
PO
Pa Faea

pa
pa
FacotaBa
pa
PO Faca
END UIOX
FLANGE
COUPLING
FLANGE
SPACER
MNISCAN
END MOX
I
SPACER
RFO

ER-
XI-

939
• .

.233 U-
• SNAX"

•EW1I- - 2 7 . 8 9 2 1
•EAHF-
UWEL-
NI*

HE
9

13
17
25

NO.
•
*
3
4
5
6
7
t
9

1*
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
It
IB2*
21
22
23
24
25
26
C f

2t29
3*
31
32
33
34
35
36
3?
3t
3 9
4 *
41

1 HZ

HP
1
1
1
1

TVPE
(NT)

«1
131

1
12

1
1

13
1

16
1
1
1

16
1
1
1

16
«1

161
16

1
1
1

16
*1

161
16

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

13
1
1

1.172*
* . * • • .

-4i xn
COHU

1 • Wfl
l . M *
1 **M
l . M *

ELEMENT
A(l.n)
141 4Ma%If (WV

14».«M1».M*
3.*M

1«.*M
3.M*

it.—
-14*.M*

I.1C4
12.6M
2.1**

66.736
US.743
-12.6**

E.1M
55.76*
11.659
12.M*

9 fiCal
12.6M
2.65*

12.6M
2.1M

51.114
7.394

-12.6**
9 fiCICtDH

-12.6M
2.65*

-12.6M
2.1M

12.2*6
19.*S*
3I.1N
19.*5*

1.651
2.*32

S5.7S3
6«.M*

1.651
3*.*»9

*.*22 0- 1.
5.» EXI* 69.7

l.«S97
I.KH
NIT- 1*

-3.W37
•.iae*

(IT- 1
• Z5.« XPH- 1M.«

PE
12
16
2 4
3 3

35

PARAMETER
AI2.M)

II.9H

12.7*©

12.7M

12.7M

12.7M

12.7M

12.7M

12.7M

12.7M

)POI>* • . * •
EVI- 1*2
•.4731
• .MM

POEXT* 2
XVH" 2 5

PP PCONU

VALUES
»(3.n>

•••7t

35.*3*

36.A3*

35.«3«

35.«3*

3 5 . « •

35.»3»

3S.«3«

35.«3*

l . M *

I!M*
l.«*S
l.M*
l.M*

A(4,R)

4«.*M

6*.43*

6*.43*

6*.43«

M.4M

M.43*

W.43*

6*.43*

6*.43*

*

. 5 *

.*

A(

14*

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

7-WW-14 IEAH AT ES2. 22KEU, Xa*.l. BACKTRACES, HATCHES

Fig. E-4. Data file printout using the "P" command.



RFO ENTRANCE I 1

AVERAGED lEAH PMMETERS
AT RFO ENTRANCE!

ALPHA-X S.5S7
IETA-X t . l a S
ALPHA-V 2.517
KTA-V t . l « 9

WORST MISMATCH FACTOR
CcM ai nek

X»U»« «.a*4
V-alaae •.1M

A*
A«
ft-
A"

Horn

A*
* •
A>
A*

Uart

2.8347
a.3983

2.55*9
2.7?«6
2 .£348

1- •.1119
•• •.11E4
• • l.lKt
•• ».1»18

•• •.1*61
• • • .1*18
• • •.1119
• • •.1164

I-
W«
EX-
Ev-

159
• . 1
5 5 .
5 5 .

nATCHING
ME
5 *
5ft
5«
S9

HP
1

3
4

. 9
99
99
99

1 5 9 . «
* • 1 * *
55. M
55. M

UARIA1LES
UALUE
• • • • •
• ••46
S.M»
• .•29

HATCHING TVPE • 6
DESIRED VALUES'

(IKPUT SEAN UALUES)
ALPHA-X •••••
tETA-X *.«46
ALPHA-V I.IM
IETA-V «.«89

PRINTOUT VALUES
PC PP VALUE
i 1 •••»•
1 3 4.4M

CODEt TRACE vl
FILEl RFQ.DAT.3
DATEI 19-JUH-t4
TINE I MOCI13

RFO HATCHING

A-
A*
A-
A*

• .MM
• *M49
• .MM
• .MM

r
Horls

A*
A'
A>
A-

-•••Ml
-•••Ml
-•••Ml

'7
Wart

1 -
§ a

I *

I *
fa

••

)

•.•45?
•••457
•••457
•••457

\

/

• .•293
•••293
•••293

S.«aa A lM.

5.«aa

" * ^ >

— - ^

lit* ?*S.Mfla

* • . -
RF

1

a a a a a ^

Horn

BaaEaaHMaB^£ass

eatEgrSaa*—

Uart

rrrr—»—
RF

a

RF

3

RF

4

RF

S

3rTr-r-?-=

LENGTH* S I .43a«

Fig. E-5. Output graphics of RFO radial match using "0" command.
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APPENDIX F

HELP PACKAGE

The three figures included in this appendix are the three pages of the
on-line HELP package in TRACE. Figure F-l is a printout of Page 1, which
lists the available commands, the transport element types, and the general
input variables. Page 2, shown in Fig. F-2, identifies the parameters for
each of the transport system elements. Page 3, reproduced in Fig. F-3, lists
the types of matching possible and shows how to set up each matching procedure.
The HELP package is accessed at any time from the wait-for-command mode by
typing the letter "H."
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CJ1

00
Traca HELP. page i. VI M-JUN-14 COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA INPUT

DATA INPUT IS PROMPTED WITH THE UORSS 'ENTER INPUTf
THE DATA IS ENTERED IN THE FOLLOWING FORRi

varlakle«val«eiveriakte«valuai
ORt *uk*crlpted varlakte«valuaf vaWejvaluei....

UP TO •• CHARACTERS NAV IE ENTERED AT A TINE.
FIELDS RUST IE SEPARATED UITH SEHICOL0IIS<|).

TRANSPORT SYSTEHi

HT(S»)
A(5,S«>
Nl
N2
UAUEL
POCXT

- transport ayatea alaiMnt types (see below)
- elaaant paraaaters (see HELP, page 2)
- nuaber of starting eleaent for kaaa traca
- nuebar of final eleaent for kaaa traca
- itave length of RF d m )
- peraenent ejaad field axtansien factor (def*2.S)

•EAR PARAMETERS!

BEAHK4) - aaaa paraaeters at starting eleaeat,
( a I pha-z . kata-x. a lpha-)|. kata-K >

Nl

EXI
EVI
U
ER
0
XI
OPOP

- noris. ealttaace al starting alaaant <4xRNS>
- wart, ealttaace at storting alaaant (4xRHS)
- klaatic energy (HaU)
- raat aas* of baaa part Ida* (HeV)
- ckarga of kaaa particles
- effective "- "
- aoaant

ctlve kaaa currant or spaca ckarge (aA>
ntwi aUsplaceaent (dP/P in *)

FITTING PARAMETERS!

~~BEAMF<4> - kaaa aareaaters desired at final alaaant, N2
( HELP 3)

HT
RC
CHU
NIT
CC
K(4>
NP(4>
C0NU(4>

- kaaa aareaaters desir
(see HELP, paaa 3)

- tyaa of mtcklng (aa«
- Batcklna conatraint -

£ t

HELP, paaa 3)
Bcklna conatraint - couplaa REs to aach othar

- coupta n£ variable* to any transport paramtar
- aax nuakar of Itarations ukila aatchina (a'af'lt)
- eonvaraanca crltarion for aitch (4af«.il>
- variakla alaaanta tfaaignatad for astching
- warlabla alaaant paranatara 4aslgnata4 for satcking
- convarsiaa factors for HE/HP display

ORAPHIC HSPLAVt

XH
XPM
XVM
PE<«)
PPCt)
PCONV(C)

OTHERI

scala for X MAX on ••ittanca arapk (••)
acata for X'HAX on oalttanca grapk (»rad)
sea to for aaxiaua radius on profile frapk C m )
alaaanta for 'printout valves* on graph
eleaeat paraaoier* for 'printout values' on grapk
conversion factor* for PE/PP dlaplay

CHT(M> -
CMWOlT -

•as. step alia for calculation (an)
data file coaaants for each eleaent (aax « char)
data lit* cooamt for entire file (aax S« char)

TO inPLENENT THE CORRESPONDING COWMND. TVPEt
- COMMANDS. INSTRUCTIONS. INPUT PARAPCTERS
- PRINT ENTIRE INPUT FILE
- INPUT CHANGES TO EXISTING DATA FILE
- ADD ELEMENTS IN IEA" LINE
- DELETE ELEMENTS IN BEAN LINE
- GRAPH BACKGROUND I TRACE KAN PROFILE
- TRACE BEAN PROFILE OH EXISTING BKGRND
- BEAT! OUTPUT VALUES - NO GRAPH OR TRACE
- NATCH DESIRED VALUES USING '"E* VARIABLES
- NATCH AS IN 'PI'. BUT NO ITERATION PRINTOUT
- SPECIAL HATCH FOR RF TAPERED QUAD
- CALCULATE/DISPLAY NISNATCH FACTORS
- DISPLAV VALUES OF HATCHING VARIABLES
- END/EXIT THE PROGRAM
- SAUE NEU VERSION OF DATA FILE
- BRIHG IN A NEU DATA FILE
- USER SUBROUTINE (ATS quttfil convart units)
- DISPLAV FILENANE
- DISPLAV COMMENT MITTEN IN DATA FILE
- UBITE NOTE ON OUTPUT
- WRITE ON OUTPUT ( M i m a I pos i t ion )
- DISPLAV LENCTH OF KAHLINE
- DISPLAV *R* MATRIX
- DISPLAV SIGMA MATRIX ELEMENTS
- EXCHANGE UALUES PER EXCHANGE CODCl

<1>-Exchanga BEAnO/BEARI,Nl/N2 va laaa ( ravorsa)
(2)*Exchanga BEARF/BEAHI.N1/N3 «a laaa (apac ia l ravaraa)
(3>>Entar lEANO in BEAM. N2 in Nt (contlaas) f raa N i )
( 4 ) - E n t a r BEANO in BEAHF
(5>*Enter BEAMF m BEAHO
(S)>Rastora BEABF.BEAMl.EXI.EVI.XI.U (cancal m c k a a g M )

TRANSPORT SYSTEM - ELEMENT TVPES COT)

A MAXIMUM OF 5« ELEMENTS OF THE FOLLOUING TVPES MAV BE ENTERED
IN THE BEAU LINE (Saa HELP paga 8. for paraaatar rfascrlptloaslt

Type No. Type No. of Paraaetera

•H*
.p.
•I"
•A'
•D'
•G'
•T'
•0'
•H'
•N'
•0"
•J'
•0'
•E-
•S'
•i'
•u1•F'
•c*•U'
•V
•L*
•R'
•K'
•X1

(HELP)
(PRINT)
(INPUT)
(ADD)
(DELETE)
(GRAPH >
(TRACE)
(OUTPUT)
(HATCH)
(HATCH)
(RFO HATCH)
(MISMATCH)
tVARIABLES)
(END)
(SAUC)
(BRING)
(USER)
(FILENAME)
(COMMENT)
(WRITE)
(WRITE)
(LENGTH)

(EXCHANGE)

1
3

4
5
S
7
S
g
i«
ii
18
13
14
15
16

- DRIFT
- OUADRUPOLE
- DOUBLET (SVR)
- BENDING P.AGNET

TRIPLET (SVM)
BUNCHER/DEBUNCHER SIMULATOR
SOLENOID

- TAPERED RF QUAD
RF GAP
THIH LENS

- ACCELERATOR TANK
ACCELERATOR COLUMN
CURRENT CHANGE
HORIZONTAL R-MATRIX
VERTICAL P.-NATRIX

- PERMANENT NA6NET QUAD

1

a3
t
5
5
2
S
3
1
5
6
1
4
4
5

(Type *H* for HELP, page I)

Fig. F-l. TRACE HELP package, page 1.



i-D

Tr«c. HELP, aaf*

ELEMENT ELEMENT NAME
TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF TRANSPORT SVSTEH ELEMENT PARAMETERS

E L E M E N T P A R A M E T E R S
A(l.n) A(B.n) AO.K)

1

2

3

4

4

S

fi

7

* t

DRIFT

OUADRUPOLE

OOUBLET (SVH)

•ENDING MAGNET

•ENDING MAGNET
(continuation)

TRIPLET (SVN)

BUNCHER'DEBUHCH
SIMULATOR

SOLENOID

TAPERED RF QUAD

LENGTH C M 3

GRADIENT CT/«3

GRADIENT CTxn3

ANCLE OF
•END Cda(3

»•• (ladlcataa
continuation)

GRADIENT CT'«3
(outar quit)

INITIAL
HALF-PHASE
SPREAD Edaf3

FIELD Caa«aa3

INITIAL FOCUS-
ING STRENGTH

-

LENGTH, aff C M 3

LENGTH, aff Caa3

RADIUS OF
CURVATURE Caa3

FIELD
GRADIENT, n

LENGTH, aft D M !
(outar a,«ada>

FINAL
HALF-PHASE
SPREAD Cdaa3

LENGTH, aff Caa3

FINAL FOCUSING
STRENGTH

-

-

DISTANCE C « ]
»TU QUADS

ENTRANCE EDGE
ANGLE Cdag3

•END-PLANE FLAG
(••korls.l'wart)

DISTANCE Caa3
ITU CUADS

DISTANCE C B B 3 FROH
•UHCHER FOR FULL
•UNCHINCVBEBUNCMIHC

-

(N«ta> 2nd a.vad will

EXIT EDGE
ANGLE Eda«3

FRINGE FIELD
FACTOR, Kt

GRADIENT CT/a3
(innar quad)

MAX ENERGV GAIN
AT FUNDAMENTAL
FREO. CAP EKaU3

(Far axial IK luaNtrlc aaaa only)

NUMER OF
BETA-LAMBDAS

S NUMBER
OF STEPS

-

-

kawa «BB««ii« aifn)

FULL
GAP C H I

—

UNGTH, aff Caa3
(laaar quad)

UOLTAGE RATIO
CHara.Bunch/

RF PHASE AT
ENTRANCE CdafJ

RF GAP ACCELERATION
GRADIENT CHV/a3

ENERGV GAIN
IN CELL CltoV3

SfNCHR PHASE
ANCLE E

THIN UNS FOCAL UNGTH
RECIPR Cl/«3

( • • • for kerl iontal faeaa)

It

12 «

13

14

IS

ACCELERATOR TANK

ACCELERATOR COLUMN

CURRENT CHANGE

HORIZ R-HATRIX

WERT R-HATRIX

LENGTH C M 3

RADIUS C M )

CHANCE C«A3

R(l,l>

11(3,3)

SVNCHR PHASE
ANGLE C<a(3

LENGTH Caa3

-

Rll.2)

R(3,4)

NUntER
OF CELLS

CHANGE IN
K.E. CRaU3

-

Rca.i)

R(4,3)

INPUT
ENERSV CHaV3

NUMKR
OF STEPS

-

R<a.a>

R(4.4>

OUTPUT
ENERGV DtaV3

CURRENT CaA3

-

(valuta ha*a4 aa
Ratara. Radtana)

(valuaa kaaad an
Natara. Rariiana)

t*« PERMANENT NACNET
0UA9HUP0LE

GRADIENT CT/n3 LENGTH,
phyaieat Cm3

INNER
RADIUS Ca«3

OUTER
RADIUS C M ]

OPTIONAL DISTANCE
FROH PC TO FIELD
TERMINATOR C«-a«3

X NOTE' Ti«* Ma'aU axiat - A aoaltiva nuaaar of ataaa flaaa aea'al with Unaar tapari A naaitiva nuabar usaa cwrvad taaar
St NOTE' Cantlauaua e i l t r o i w i l l alaulata a •ul t t -a lvctroda cotuan

>SS NOTE' MO flalrf* nan suaariaaoaa an rfrifta, quid*, b*ndlii| aianata, eoluana, and lolanolda

Fig. F-2. TRACE HELP package, page 2.

»H* far HELP, aafla 3>



Traca HELP. aaaa 3, VI

TVPES OF HATCHING

NATCH 1
TVPE 1
(NT) 1

t

a

3 :

4 :

5

6

?

•

DESIRED VALUES
TO HATCH
Cat H2> I

I
ALPHA-X
BETA-X t
ALPHA-V 1
BETA-V 1

]

X' at X M X i
V at V M X I

X aax <
V M X I

i

X M X •
X' aax I
V M X I
V MX I

I
I

ALPHA-X i
BETA-X I

Iaaat I
r ••taut
• baaa
• aaraaatara
i

> ALPHA-X
i BCTA-X

I ALPHA-V
• BETA-V

HOU SPECIFIEO
<BEAHF) I

BEAflFU>>AU>HA-X
BEAHF(2)>BETA-X
BEANF(3)«ALPHA-V 1
BEAHF(4)«BETA-V 1

BEAHFU>«X'
tEAHF<21«V

BEAflF(D>X aax
KAHF<3)*V aax

BEAflFU>«X sax
BEAHF(2)-X' aax
BEAftF<3)>V M X
BEAHF<4>«V aax

Proaraa 4afaalta a*
•EMI (aaa NOTE)j It
aatara aaraaatara la

(••tin tha flrat two
ara aaad if NT«5)<

A U.S»>« ALPHA-X
AC2.5*>*BETA-X
A(3.S«»«ALPHA-V
A(4.S«)<>BETA-V

I

BEAHF(*)*ALPHA-X
• BEAHF(2)«BETA-X
•

I B£AHF(1>«ALPHA-V

VARIABLES
USED IN
HATCHING 1

I

ANV 1
1
1

PARAMETER I
I

OF
I

ANV 1
1

TRANSPORT

ELERENT

IHPUT BEAU

Caatalty tha

i aaaa aa
i

BEAR:>
i
i

i

1 ANV
I PARAMETER
i OF
1 ANV
1 TRANSPORT
• ELEHENT

HOU SPECIFIED
(HE. HP) I

I

HE(1> • alaaaat aaabar i
HP<1> • aaraaatar uabar i

HE<2> • alaMat aaabar
HP<2> - aaraaatar niabar '

HE(3> • alaaaat a«abar :

HP(3> • aaraaatar avaaar •
i
i

HE<4> • alaaaat aaaaar i
HP<4> • aaraaatar anaaar

i

i

t

Dana aut*Mtlcalltf -
Prafraa «aaa rfaaau
alaoMt SB aatf n i t up
tha follaMlaf <»»lB tha
flrat tMa ara aaa<
If HT>S)>

HE(1>>5« NP(t)>l
HE(2>«S* NP(3)«2
HE(3)-S« NP(3)<3
HE(4)«S« NP(4>>4

«E(1> • alaMRt avabar
• RP(1) • aaraaatar avabar

HE(2> - alaaaiit anaaar
i HP(2) • aaraaatar anaaar

NUMBER OF I
VARIABLES 1

(NU> 1

1
4 1

I
I
1

I

2 i
i

i

i

2 i

4 t

2

I

I
I 4
I
I
I
i

i 2

i e

COMMENTS

FITS

DESIRED

UALUES

AT

POINT

IN

BEAM

LINE

LIHITIN*
SECTION!

BEAR CLIPPING
(X a**1 X'>

FOR PERIOBIC
1 SVSTEH
I (aata aataat

• ta l»a«t)

i FOR

i SOUHOIDS

thar anri la aataraa* aa a twa-tfiait aaabar <a.a.. ta. 13) that raara*a»ta tha
• A * • H^k* p̂&a ^ • k ^ a A i i d t & t R •••aaiai • • • • ^ A ^kaa^k^ * +.

r
 __. . * -.^ • . _

ISIfi lLX5iiTJL#ti5p th'" Kml "IS «»lr»*. *•>•« ••U fc* antaraa* lft a~«aBU alamat M aa ahaaa.
MATCH CONSTRAINT, HC, couala* U HE varlahlaa ta aaeh athar anri la aatararf aa a twa-tflalt aaah.. ._._.. __. .
alaMMt. HE(t),(S),(3> «r (41 ta ha caualaa* (nafatlva antru caualaa Invaraattf). COUPLE NATCHIN& VARIABLES. CHV(4)7 c««alea
••U ar all HC vartaklaa ta a traaaaart alaaant aaraaatari a.g." CHU(3)>A(3.14> caualaa tha third avUhlng variabU ta tha AC3.14)
aaraeatar (nagstlva entr« canalaa iBwaraaly}.

(Tyaa *H* far HELP, aaga 1)

Fig. F-3. TRACE HELP package, page 3.



APPENDIX S

GRAPHICS PACKAGE

The graphics in TRACE are generated by the Tektronix PLOTlO Terminal

Control System—a relatively small part of the Tektronix PLOTlO graphics

package. The program is set up to plot on any of the 4000-series Tektronix

terminals and includes only the following calls:

Call

initt, term

chrsiz, csize

scursr

tsend

erase, bell

drwabs

dshabs

aoutst

anmode

movabs

finitt

No. of
Times
Used

1,1

1,1
1

1
2,3

3
3

-v-30

V30
6̂0

1

Purpose

initializes, identifies terminal

sets character size

calls up cursor cross hairs

dumps buffer (optional)

erases screen, rings bell

draws solid lines

draws dashed lines

outputs character string

switches to alpha-numeric mode

moves cursor to desired location

resets terminal at program exit

Essentially, PLOTlO can be replaced by any simple graphics package

that draws lines, outputs character strings, and controls cursor position.

The C0C7600 version contains a few more of the "anmode" and "movabs" calls

than listed above because of compiler differences.
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